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Concentrator for complex and IoT systems

It simplifies the architecture of a complex device, reduces development and maintenance times, increasing the performance of the whole system.
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Internet of things
There are more and more Internet of Things (IoT) applications, an
evolution of great interest: simple devices (sensors and relays) become recognizable and perform many practical functions. Sensors
have the task of collecting data from the environment in which they
are placed, the relays transform the data into actions. With XMLHèrmes-Comm®, creating an IoT project costs less and is faster.

High-speed Trains
High-speed trains are equipped with independent bogies including
motors, sensors and relays; data from these components are processed in the booth to control, coordinate and optimise the functionality of each bogie, carry out diagnostic assessments and take
corrective action. With XML-Hèrmes-Comm®, creating a concentrator
for hostile environments costs less and is faster.

Certifications
XML-Hèrmes-Comm® is certified at the highest level of inventiveness by EPO - European Patent Office (Ref. IT201800008857).
Gartner Inc. has included Hèrmes-Comm® among the “Cool Vendors 2017 in the Unified Workspaces category”, indicating it as
one of the five innovations in the world that will produce a positive discontinuity in the technological world.

XML-Hèrmes-Comm® makes applications in a wide range of industries cost-effective
Home automation, robotics, avionics, automotive, biomedical, monitoring, telemetry, surveillance,
event detection, smart grid, smart city, agriculture, zootechnics and many more.
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